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Camille Ramirez  
**Dissertation Title** GENERATION-Y LEADERSHIP: A QUALITATIVE PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY OF VIRTUAL SOCIALIZATION RELATIONSHIPS

**Abstract**

This qualitative phenomenological study examines and compares general ideas, perceptions, themes, and understandings related to the development of generation-Y leadership relationships based on virtual socialization. Ten participants holding management roles or seeking leadership advancement in technological, health care, and self-owned businesses were interviewed to assess their perspectives regarding the roles of generation-Y future leaders. Five major themes emerged: (a) clashes between older generation and generation-Y leaders, (b) issues of entitlement, (c) factors related to personality versus those that are generational, (d) variations in decision-making styles, and (e) styles of collaboration at lower levels of organizational hierarchies. Other common themes that emerged from the study, and which are potential topics for future research, include (a) opportunities for generation-Y future leaders to adopt and embrace changes afforded by technological advancements, (b) the need for Generation-Y leaders to establish relationships based on face-to-face interactions, and (c) obstacles to work-place socialization caused by a rapidly evolving teleworking environment, which inhibits development of social interactions and bonds between team members. Results of the present study may prove useful to future generation-Y individuals aspiring to hold leadership roles involving management of a multiple-generation workforce. Organizations may find the outcomes of the study beneficial in their continuing efforts to cultivate and develop generation-Y leaders who will lead and be responsible for high levels of organizational performance and success.
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Dissertation Title ADDRESSING THE ETHICS CRISSES IN LEADERS: AN EXPLORATORY CASE STUDY OF ETHICS CURRICULA IN BUSINESS SCHOOLS

Abstract
The main purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore how business schools are addressing the ethics crisis in their curricula. The study used Creswell’s (2002) exploratory case study methodology and content analysis to analyze data. Semi-structured interviews with a purposive sample of 9 deans of southern U.S. business schools were conducted. The major findings of the study were that (1) business schools were offering 0-2 courses in ethics, usually as an elective; (2) majority of the business schools taught general topics on ethics, but corporate governance and social responsibility were not standard topics; (3) there was diversity in ethics curricula; (4) most deans had, in response to the ethics crises, increased the number of ethics courses in their school, and desire further increases; (5) currently, ethics courses are not a requirement for graduation; (6) most deans believed there was need to include ethics courses as a mandatory requirement for graduation; (7) it was believed that ethics and ethical leadership can be taught; and (8) no justification was granted for a universal reform in ethics curricula in all schools based on prospective benefits of ethics courses.
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Dissertation Title A PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT-BASED EARLY WARNING SYSTEM IN A GOVERNMENT REVENUE ORGANIZATION

Abstract
The present quantitative study explored the relationship between the application of the performance measurement system and the ability of the decision-makers of a government revenue agency of the Republic of Azerbaijan to detect the events that could harm the operations of the entire organization. Based on the literature review, the expectation was that the organizational decision makers could detect organizational crises in earlier pre-crisis stages using a properly designed
Two quantitative research designs were used by exploring one research question for each design. A correlational design was used by running a multiple regression on 28 quarterly observations on the quarterly tax revenue, quarterly performance report scores on audit, cash operations control, tax debts, tax return processing, and taxpayer services, and quarterly GDP figure of Azerbaijan. A survey design was used by administering an online questionnaire to 344 managers of the revenue agency. The results of both research questions indicated an overall positive relationship between the performance measurement system and the ability of the decision-makers of a government revenue agency to detect events that could harm the operations of the entire organization. However, several deviations from the overall observed relationship were detected indicating that further research may be needed to understand the relationship between performance measurement and crisis leadership. Recommendations were also included for the organizational leaders on improving the predictive capacity of the performance measurement systems of their organizations.
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Dissertation Title THE IMPACT OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY PERSONNEL SYSTEM (NSPS) ON NON-SUPERVISORY EMPLOYEES

Abstract
The quantitative descriptive study design approach was used as a research method to examine if there was a relationship between the new pay-for-performance appraisal system under National Security Performance System and employee satisfaction by surveying a sample of the population of 77 non-supervisory civilian staff members in a Navy Command located in Norfolk, Virginia. A researcher-designed survey served as the data collection instrument, administered electronically via the Internet using the SharePoint 2007® Internet application. The sample of the population was extracted from 248 non-supervisory staff civilians within the U.S. Department of Navy, Fleet Forces Command located in Norfolk, Virginia. Although the differences between the National Security Performance System and General Schedule pay systems on employee satisfaction and employee performance global aggregate scales were not significant; the differences on employee satisfaction and perceived impact on employee performance global aggregate scales were highly correlated and the correlation was statistically significant. Indicated by the results of the present study, the introduction of an incentive-based pay for performance system did not enhance employee satisfaction. Significance of the results from the research survey may be used as the basis for future research studies to educate and explain to rating officials how pay-for-performance appraisal systems can contribute to the overall mission of the organization. A pay-for-performance appraisal system may contribute to organizational effectiveness. Feedback from research surveys may provide accurate assessments that would assist leadership in developing their employees.
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Dissertation Title EMPLOYEE JOB EMBEDDEDNESS (WHY PEOPLE STAY): A QUALITATIVE PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY

Abstract
The escalating costs from employee turnover concern business leaders from all spectrums of society. The purpose of the qualitative, phenomenological study was to explore the perceptions and lived experiences of human resource (HR) practitioners to understand their decisions to stay with an organization through employee job embeddedness. The analysis was completed using Moustakas’ modified van Kaam method of inquiry. Eighteen HR practitioners at a government organization supporting the community as public civil servants in Bethesda, Maryland were interviewed. Findings from the analysis of the interview responses revealed that as employees believed they were valued when considering career advancement, good leadership, and job security, among other factors; increases in retention were linked to high levels of job embeddedness in an organization. By contrast, employees believed they were devalued by negative factors such as
lack of training and mentoring, lack of knowledgeable leadership, and lack of communication; increases in turnover were linked to low levels of job embeddedness in an organization. The results of the research advanced the literature on the topic of job retention among human resource personnel and may provide business leaders with viable information to predict employee turnover and to better understand why people stay in their current positions, thereby, reducing costs.
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Dissertation Title MEDICAL LABORATORY PROFESSIONAL SHORTFALL: A QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE INQUIRY INTO LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVES

Abstract
The research used a two-phased, exploratory, mixed-method study to evaluate the laboratory personnel shortfall while exploring leadership attitudes and emerging trends concerning recruitment and retention strategies. The quantitative phase included administration of a paper-based survey to assess relationship between shortfall and recruitment and retention strategies in the southeast region of the United States. Survey was administered to 300 laboratory organizations: Fifteen
middle managers in hospital-based laboratories completed the survey. Descriptive statistics provided data for summaries to enable comparisons of shortfall and strategies. Forty percent of participating organizations had vacant positions for medical laboratory professionals (MLP). Open-ended questions based on survey summaries helped to further explore survey results. Fifteen medical laboratory professionals participated in the telephone interviews. Qualitative data augmented the quantitative analysis and indicated that MLP perceived lack of respect and recognition for the medical laboratory profession. Discoveries led to the development of a recognition-respect-knowledge-salaries model (RRKS) to assist leaders in understanding MLP perceived factors affecting the profession.
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Dissertation Title
A SEQUENTIAL EXPLORATORY MIXED-METHOD STUDY: INCREASING TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ATTENDANCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Abstract
This sequential exploratory mixed-methods study relied on qualitative interviews to create the quantitative research survey. Seeking ways to increase technology professional development attendance in higher education by identifying methods and improvements in training sessions designed and created for students, staff, and faculty in higher education was the reason for this study. Qualitative interviews, open-ended discussion questions, and a literature review served to create a list of possible reasons that influence technology-training attendance. Information obtained through the interviews supplied the framework for designing the quantitative survey instrument to collect data on relationships between these factors as well as students, staff, and faculty readiness to attend training. Effective technology training that meets the needs of people in higher education calls for the resolution of many issues concerning the nature of professional-development training (Brown, Benson, & Uhde, 2004). Effective training design must come from researched answers that point to what technology professional development should and should not contain.
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Dissertation Title STUDENTS’ DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES AND FIRST-ATTEMPT NATIONAL COUNCIL LICENSURE EXAMINATION SUCCESS: A CORRELATIONAL STUDY

Abstract
The purpose of the quantitative correlational study was to explore the degree of relationships, if any, between demographic predictor variables and the criterion variable, first-attempt success on the NCLEX-RN, at one New England associate’s degree program using archived data from 2005 to 2009. Outcomes indicate that older age, having a bachelor’s or master’s degree, and being married are associated with a greater likelihood of passing the NCLEX-RN exam on the first-attempt. Of these predictor variables, having a bachelor’s or master’s degree was the strongest predictor of exam status. When considered collectively, age, education, career status, and family status did not better predict NCLEX-RN outcomes than age, education, career status, or family status alone.
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**Dissertation Title** INVESTIGATING ENDEMIC PERCEPTIONS OF HIV/AIDS AWARENESS AND SOCIOCULTURAL IMPLICATIONS IN OWERRI, IMO STATE, NIGERIA

**Abstract**
This mixed-methods study investigated the relationship between social and cultural practices and risky behaviors to the spread of HIV/AIDS in the Owerri Local Government area of Nigeria and the impact of a training program designed to educate teachers about HIV/AIDS. The study was conducted following a Solomon Four-Group experimental design. Equal numbers of participants (for experimental and control groups) were selected from three local government areas: (a) Owerri Central, (b) Owerri North, and (c) Owerri West. The experimental groups received the same HIV/AIDS awareness training but the control groups did not. The design also allowed comparisons of HIV/AIDS risk behaviors for the three regions. Seven hypotheses were tested using 2 x 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA). The between-subjects variable was the intervention (i.e., control as opposed to trained) and the within-subjects variable was time (i.e., pretest - posttest). To determine whether knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs related to HIV/AIDS prevention and spread changed after the training, the interaction of intervention and time was assessed. The study showed that a simple training program raising knowledge and awareness of HIV/AIDS had significant impact. On the pretest only 48.63% of the participants recognized that polygamy, wife inheritance, and associated risky behaviors increased the risk of spreading HIV/AIDS but on the posttest this increased to 86.33%. A recommendation was that a similar program could be used within the schools and work groups to increase awareness of the effects of social and cultural practices on the spread of HIV/AIDS supporting Owerri local government prevention programs.
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**Dissertation Title** COGNITIVE DISSONANCE EXPERIENCED BY SECONDARY GENERAL EDUCATION TEACHERS WHEN TEACHING INCLUSION CLASSES

**Abstract**
The findings from this qualified phenomenological research study involved 20 secondary general education teachers who taught inclusion classes. The research study investigated the lived experiences and perceptions of teachers through in-depth interviews and using a modified van Kaam method of data analysis, Atlas.ti 6 software, and Microsoft Excel to corroborate involvement between teacher efficacy and dissonance. Ten themes emerged from the research study: (a) class size, (b) students’ learning modalities, (c) dissonance from high-stakes testing, (d) inadequate professional development, (e) inclusion classes required an inordinate amount of preparation, (f) teachers should receive higher compensation for instructing inclusion classes, (g) empathy for special-needs students, (h) dissonance had an adverse effect on efficacy, (i) pressure from high-stakes testing increased teacher dissonance, and (j) co-teachers should have subject matter content certification. All the emerged themes influenced the quality of teacher efficacy. Recommendations include provision for enhanced meaningful professional development for teaching in the inclusion setting that will produce optimal results for students.
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Abstract
As female leaders become more numerous, there arises the need to identify differences and similarities in male and female leadership behaviors that contribute to organizational success. A purposive sample of 10 female and 10 male public leaders who have served at a director level for at least five years participated in the qualitative phenomenological study, which incorporated a modified van Kaam method by Moustakas with taped and transcribed semi-structured interviews. Few recent studies have revealed the leadership behaviors linked to gender or established whether the behaviors contribute to organizational success. In this study, six core themes emerged from analyzing interview data: (a) effective leadership behaviors contribute to the success of the organization, (b) leadership behaviors vary by gender, (c) effective leaders who contribute to the success of the organization can be either gender, (d) successful organizations are measured by good performance, morale, service and outside perceptions, (e) leaders have difficulty maintaining some successful leadership traits, and (f) ineffective leadership behaviors can cause a negative effect on the organization's success. The information gathered in the study is valuable, as it may help organizations identify gender leadership behaviors that contribute to the success of the organization.
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REMOTE CHURCH OF GOD CONGREGATIONS IN LOUISIANA

Abstract
The qualitative ethnographic study explored the leadership culture of two remote congregations in Louisiana within the Church of God organization based out of Anderson, Indiana. The limitations of the study revolved around the selection and cultural history of the participants of the study. The culture of the population of the remote area included a strong fellowship respect and trust factor within the congregations. The cultural influences of the population also included a family longevity within the remote area. Not only did these limitations served as an indicator of the leadership characteristics of the population but also a determinant of the self-selection process for the remote congregational leadership to participate in the study. Through a nominal data collection process that included surveys, interviews, and personal observations, the results of the study indicated the leadership characteristics of the participants to be affected by the culture of the region of the country the participants grew up, worked, and attended church. The results of the Bogardus Social Distance Scale Survey revealed a resistance to associate with the distant Church of God headquarter organization over 900 miles away. The delimitations of the study indicated the results of the study to be representative of other remotely located congregation leadership of a centrally located church organization.
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Dissertation Title INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DECISION MAKING FOR THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY: A DELPHI STUDY

Abstract  
This qualitative study, using a three-round Delphi method, developed an information technology (IT) decision-making framework for use in the U.S. intelligence community (IC). The primary focus of IT decision making in the IC is to provide capabilities that meet the needs and requirements to conduct effective intelligence operations and mitigate expensive IT failures. An initial panel of 25 experts from across the federal government provided data for the study via the Delphi Decision Aid. The expert panel provided open-ended, subjective responses to the study questions. NVivo 8 qualitative software served as the tool to organize, analyze, and present findings. The findings indicated numerous processes are available or in place across the government that might be conducive to mitigating gaps and deficiencies in current IC IT decision making. The findings provided foundational processes for a new model. A thorough literature review and the opinions of expert panelists resulted in a compilation of processes, ideas, recommendations, and lessons learned to inform leadership, change cultural barriers, and define an enhanced IT decision-making framework for the IC.
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Dissertation Title A PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDY CONCERNING THE ADVANCEMENT OF TELECOMMUTERS INTO LEADERSHIP POSITIONS

Abstract  
The purpose of the qualitative phenomenological study was to explore the success factors that full-time telecommuters found enhanced their potential to advance into supervisory or leadership positions instead of their on-site colleagues. Data was gathered using in-depth interviews with 20 participants consisting of individuals who worked within five industries; energy, computer manufacturing, computer software, World Wide Web design, financial, and whole food distribution. The strategy used to analyze the study data included following the steps of phenomenological data reduction and coding defined by Moustakas’s (1994) modified Van Kaam’s methodology. The data from the study indicated full-time telecommuters who were managers derived success by increasing communication using a variety of technologies, by creating and sustaining a strong leader member exchange, having clear goals, objectives, and processes, providing status reports, being available, being self-motivated and highly skilled, and by completing projects on-time, within budget, and on scope. The identification of the success factors of full-time telecommuters who are supervisors can help leaders in developing leadership training for full-time telecommuters. The current study results may also help leaders to understand the development of organizational identity within the distributed work environment.
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Dissertation Title TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION AND INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP IN SECONDARY EDUCATION

Abstract
The purpose of this quantitative correlation research study was to determine if a relationship exists between the degree of technology integration and the type of factors that influence the degree of technology integration in the classroom by surveying 200 middle school teachers. The study used the Perceptions of Computers and Technology Instrument (Hogarty et al., 2003) and Task Value survey (Dusick, 1999). The independent variable in this design was technology integration and the dependent variable is teacher barriers to technology integration. The information collected with the surveys was used to predict how task value affects the level of integration of technology in education. The results indicated significant relationships between 3 barriers (confidence and comfort, attitudes toward student use of computers, and general school support) and at least one dimension of teacher use of technology in the classroom. Confidence and comfort was significantly and positively related to all dimensions of teacher use of computers except task value. The relationships between confidence and comfort and (a) personal use of computers ($r^2 = .13$), (b) software used for teachers ($r^2 = .16$), and (c) software used for students ($r^2 = .09$), were small, with 16% or less of the variance explained. The relationship between confidence and comfort and integration of computers into the classroom ($r^2 = .28$), was moderate, with 28% of the variance explained. Attitudes toward student use was significantly and positively related to software used for teachers ($r^2 = .09$), but the relationship was small, with 9% of the variance explained. General school support was significantly and positively related to all dimensions of teacher use of computers except task value. The relationships between general school support and (a) personal use of computers ($r^2 = .09$), (b) integration of computers into the classroom ($r^2 = .19$), (c) software used for teachers ($r^2 = .11$), and (d) software used for students ($r^2 = .08$), were small, with 19% or less of the variance explained. No other relationships were significant.
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Abstract
The purpose of this quantitative correlational descriptive study was to determine the relationship between parental involvement and student achievement and identify differences in parent characteristics on student achievement. Parents
of students who were assessed using the Seventh Grade Mathematics Standard of Learning (SOL) in a South Hampton, Virginia urban school district were included in the study. The data revealed no significant correlation between parental involvement and student achievement. There were no differences identified when comparing single and two-parent families and parents educational level to student achievement.
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KNOWLEDGE-WORKERS AND PRODUCTIVITY IN REMOTE SETTINGS: ENGINEERS’ PERSPECTIVES ON POTENTIAL MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

Abstract
This qualitative phenomenological research study captures the factors influencing the perception about productivity of a group of engineers generally working in remote settings. The research was conducted with the use of digitally recorded interviews analyzed with the assistance of the NVivo© software. A total of 15 engineers with experience in wireless technologies, construction of telecommunication infrastructure, and computer networking were selected. This study used a modification of the van Kaam method for analyzing the data as recommended by Moustakas (1994). The research was directed by the central research question: What are the essential constituents describing the productivity of engineers, as knowledge workers, working in remote settings? Participants verbalized their lively experiences and their descriptions emerged into eight core themes. The essence of the experience revealed as a systemic relationship between: (a) individual factors, (b) technological factors, and (c) organizational factors.
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Abstract
Organizations capable of achieving a high rate of successfully implemented information technology (IT) projects maintain a stronger competitive position in the marketplace. The promotion and implementation of Project Management Offices or Program Management Offices (PMO) satisfy the need for corporations to maintain quality and control over individual technological projects. Corporations invest time and money to implement PMOs to maximize potential from IT projects yet approximately 50% of IT projects fall behind schedule or run over budget. This qualitative case study explored the efficacy of the PMO with the IT project success rate. The findings support no connection between the efficacy and the IT project success rate. Organizations establish PMOs at the organizational level to develop and deliver organizational project management tools, processes, and policies. The PMO personnel are thought to support the successfulness of the project but are too far removed from the project level at adequately provide this support. PMOs need to evolve to the program level within organizations and shift focus to management and support of a program of projects. A closer relationship with the Project Manager will increase the IT project success rate and the overall organizational performance thus aiding the organization to achieve a competitive edge in the marketplace. A gap still exists between the efficacy of the PMO and the IT project success rate.
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Abstract
The nation’s critical infrastructure, information systems, and telecommunication networks are vulnerable and threatened by an ever-growing number of attacks in cyberspace. An essential element of the nation’s comprehensive approach to cybersecurity is the ability for the Department of Defense to protect and defend its information enterprise. Unfortunately, decision-making uncertainty experienced by military leaders when determining the appropriate response to a cyber attack can impede cybersecurity efforts. This qualitative, phenomenological study was used to explore the perceptions and lived experiences of 21 senior military officers serving in cyber warfare divisions for the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington, DC. The synthesis of 10 key themes that were exposed during the phenomenological reduction analysis indicated that the decision-making uncertainty experienced by the participants following a cyber attack was described by five interdependent characteristics: (a) response process, (b) human factors, (c) governance, (d) technology, and (e) environment. These interrelated characteristics are similar to the factors found in the literature that describe organizational change uncertainty. The study further indicated the response decision-making process used by senior military officers following a cyber attack was best described by poliiheuristic, noncompensatory decision theory. Recommendations for leadership were centered on policy and strategic changes, improving senior officer experience and situational awareness, and enhancing collaboration and coordination among the U.S. government departments and agencies.
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